The performance of computer systems varies over the course of their execution. A system may perform well during some parts of its execution and poorly during others. To understand why a system behaves in this way performance analysts need to study its time-varying behavior. Fortunately, modern microprocessors support hardware performance monitors which enable performance analysts to collect time-varying metrics with relative ease. Unfortunately, even though modern microprocessors can collect hundreds of metrics, they can collect only a few of these metrics simultaneously. Prior work has proposed time-interpolation techniques for circumventing this limitation. Time interpolation collects different metrics at different points in time, either within the same trace (multiplexing) or in different traces (trace alignment), and interpolates the results to allow reasoning across all metrics at the same points in time.
Introduction
Computer systems exhibit significant time-varying behavior. For example, Figure 1 shows that the IPC (instructions-per-cycle) of the SPEC CPU2006 integer benchmarks [17] varies dramatically over the course of their execution. Thus, to understand the performance of computer systems, we need to reason over their time-varying behavior and the relationship between metrics: aggregate metrics (e.g., total cycles elapsed during a program's execution) are inadequate [12] . A number of researchers have worked on understanding [16, 14, 19, 7, 6, 11] and exploiting [3, 1] the time-varying characteristics of computer systems.
Performance analysts have two main options for collecting time-varying behavior at the hardware level: use hardware performance monitors (HPMs) or use simulators. Because all hardware and software components interact with each other to determine the time-varying behavior of a system [7] any inaccuracies in the simulator (with respect to the real hardware) will change the very behavior that the performance analyst wishes to analyze. For example, Figure 2 shows the IPC over time for mcf on (a) a CoreDuo workstation; and (b) Simplescalar's sim-out-of-order [15] configured as a CoreDuo workstation. We see that the simulator and the real machine have different time-varying behavior; moreover the time-varying behavior on the CoreDuo is slightly different from the time-varying behavior on the Pentium 4 workstation (Figure 1 ). 1 If a performance analyst uses simulation to understand the performance of her system, she will be led astray. Thus, this paper focuses on the first option: collect data from real hardware using HPMs.
Unfortunately, getting useful data from real hardware using HPMs is difficult: HPMs in current machines can collect 32-475 (depending on the microprocessor) metrics but only 2-18 at any given time [8] . Worse, hardware further restricts what combinations of metrics may be collected together. In the extreme case, the hardware may simply not allow the performance analyst to collect the combination of metrics that she needs.
Prior work [2, 9, 6] has proposed two time interpolation techniques to address these limitations. Time interpolation techniques collect different metrics at different points in time, either within the same trace or in different traces, and interpolate the results to enable reasoning across all metrics at the same points in time. First, multiplexing [2, 9] collects each metric for only a fraction of the execution and then approximates the full behavior of each metric from its samples. Second, trace alignment [6] collects different metrics in different runs, each yielding a separate trace, and then combines the traces into a single trace that contains all the metrics. While both techniques are promising, prior work does not evaluate either technique thoroughly and does not evaluate these techniques with respect to each other. Mathur and Cook [9] compare the total counts of multiplexed to non-multiplexed runs; this method does not consider timevarying behavior or the relationship between metrics. Azimi et al. evaluate multiplexing by comparing the probability distributions of multiplexed and non-multiplexed metrics, which considers time-varying behavior, but does not consider the relationship between metrics. Hauswirth et al. [6] qualitatively evaluate trace alignment by manually inspecting the time-varying relationship between metrics, but do not quantify the effectiveness of trace alignment. This paper explores the limitations of existing time interpolation techniques. Specifically,
• It introduces a general and intuitive evaluation criterion (correlation error) and associated methodology which measures the extent to which a time interpolation technique preserves the time-varying relationship between metrics. This criterion quantifies time-varying relationships using statistical correlation, which prior work has found to be invaluable for exploring the relationship between metrics [6] (e.g., metrics that correlate strongly with pipeline stalls may help to explain why there are so many pipeline stalls).
• It uses correlation error to evaluate two alignment techniques (full uniform scaling (FUS) and dynamic time warping (DTW) [4] ) and three variations of multiplexing (Base, TAM and PME) [8, 2] . In addition, it explores a novel variation of DTW (DTW(Sum)). It finds that DTW, in general, outperforms all other techniques, and multiplexing often outperforms FUS. Moreover, it finds that DTW(Sum) works well: programmers can correlate any pair of metrics without worrying about which trace a metric comes from.
• For both multiplexing and DTW, it presents and demonstrates criteria that predict whether or not the performance analyst should trust the results. While these criteria do not provide guarantees, they enable the performance analyst to avoid many situations where multiplexing or DTW will produce poor results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on the three techniques (DTW, multiplexing, and FUS). Section 3 introduces our evaluation criterion. Section 4 presents our experimental methodology. Section 5 explores multiplexing. Section 6 explores DTW. Section 7 evaluates the three techniques with our evaluation criterion. Section 8 concludes.
Background and Related Work
This section reviews the two existing time interpolation techniques and their related work.
Multiplexing
Multiplexing [2] divides up program execution into equal sized rounds and, within a round, switches between different allocations, where each allocation collects data for a subset of the metrics. Although hardware constraints restrict what metrics can be collected together, multiplexing circumvents this restriction by collecting all metrics of interest. Nevertheless, it collects incomplete information about each metric since it collects each metric only during its allocation. From this partial information, multiplexing interpolates an approximation of the full information. We consider three interpolation techniques in this paper: Base, trapezoid-area method (TAM), and positional mean error (PME). For convenience, we will often use the terms Base, TAM, and PME to stand for multiplexing using Base, TAM, and PME respectively. We now describe them in turn.
Base
The Base method [2] linearly scales the counts for a metric within its allocation to the whole round. For example, if there are ten allocations in a round and a metric has a count of c in its allocation, the Base method determines the count for the whole round to be 10 * c.
Trapezoid-Area Method (TAM)
The Base method assumes each metric executes at a constant rate within each round; the TAM method [8] assumes that each metric changes at a constant rate within each round. Specifically, TAM computes a rate-of-change (slope) for each metric for each round by comparing the measured count of that metric in that round to the measured count in the previous round. It uses the slope to predict the count of the metric in the whole round.
Positional Mean Error (PME)
PME [8] extends TAM by using data from a nonmultiplexed run to adjust the rates that TAM predicts. It is a two-phase method. In the first phase PME collects full data for all metrics using non-multiplexed runs. In the second phase PME collects data from a multiplexed run. It then uses the data from the non-multiplexed runs to compute corrections for the TAM rates in the multiplexed runs. To transfer information from the non-multiplexed runs to the multiplexed runs, PME assumes perfect trace alignment: i.e., the i th trace record in the non-multiplexed run matches the i th trace record in the multiplexed run. Figure 3 illustrates that this assumption does not hold: even after only 80 time intervals of 2M cycles, two traces generated in the same way diverge significantly. PME calculates one correction per position (allocation) within a round (and thus the "position" in its name); i.e., PME assumes that the 0 th positions within all rounds have the same error and the 1 st positions all have the same error and so on. Mathur and Cook [9] found that PME is one of their best-performing techniques.
Trace Alignment
We investigate two trace alignment techniques, full uniform scaling (FUS) and dynamic time warping (DTW). Given two sequences (of metric values over time) X = x 1 , . . . , x i , . . . , x |X| and Y = y 1 , . . . , y j , . . . , y |Y | , of lengths |X| and |Y |, an alignment of X and Y is a sequence W = w 1 , . . . , w k , . . . , w |W | , where each w k is a pair x i , y j , which associates an element of X with an element of Y .
Full Uniform Scaling (FUS)
FUS aligns two sequences by uniformly scaling the shorter sequence to the longer one. Specifically, given two sequences X and Y , with |X| ≥ |Y |, FUS produces a W such that |W | = |X| and w k = x k , y k *
|Y | |X|
. While FUS is an obvious technique, we are unaware of any prior work that uses it for aligning traces.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
DTW [4] uses dynamic programming to compute W such that W satisfies the following constraints [6]:
1. For every element x i of X, there is at least one element in W that is x i , * , and for every element y j of Y , there is at least one element in W that is * , y j , i.e., no element of X or Y is omitted;
2. w 1 = x 1 , y 1 and w |W | = x |X| , y |Y | , i.e., the end points of the two sequences are aligned;
3. w k w k+1 , where w k = x i , y j and w k+1 = x m , y n if (i = m or i + 1 = m) and (j = n or j + 1 = n), but not i = m and j = n; i.e., the order of both sequences is respected and each w k consumes at least one element from one of the sequences.
The chosen W minimizes DTWError
Unlike FUS which always associates an element of the shorter sequence with one or more elements of the longer sequence, DTW may also associate an element of the longer sequence with multiple elements of the shorter sequence. Thus, DTW does not assume that one sequence is a linearly scaled version of the other. DTW as described above is a quadratic-time and quadratic-space algorithm and thus unsuitable for really large traces. For large traces one can use FASTDTW [13] , an approximation of DTW, which is linear-time and linearspace; moreover, we have experimentally verified that FASTDTW yields the same graphs as DTW for our experiments.
Evaluation Criterion
This paper evaluates time interpolation techniques that enable performance analysts to reason about time-varying relationships between metrics. In this paper, by "reasoning" we mean "correlation". For example, the performance analyst may notice an unacceptably low IPC during part of a program's execution; she can use correlation to determine which other metrics (e.g. L1 cache misses) may explain the low IPC. We assume that the performance analyst uses Spearman's correlation coefficient to reason about metrics. 2 Spearman's coefficient is a value between -1 and 1 where values close to zero indicate low correlation and values close to 1 (or -1) indicate strong positive (or strong negative) correlation. This paper, therefore, evaluates trace alignment and multiplexing with respect to whether or not they preserve Spearman's correlation coefficient.
We can now define our evaluation criterion, correlation error, with respect to Spearman's coefficient. Given two metrics, µ 1 and µ 2 , we compute their baseline and outer correlation scores. The baseline correlation is the correlation of µ 1 and µ 2 when they are in the same nonmultiplexed trace. The outer correlation is the correlation of µ 1 and µ 2 when using multiplexing or trace alignment; i.e., we have collected µ 1 and µ 2 for only part of the time (multiplexing) or collected µ 1 and µ 2 in different traces (trace alignment). Correlation error is the absolute difference between baseline and outer correlation scores; because the two correlation scores range from -1 to 1, correlation error ranges from 0 to 2.
Correlation error quantifies the effectiveness of a time interpolation technique for a given pair of metrics for a given benchmark. To quantify the effectiveness of a technique for all pairs of metrics for a given benchmark we use a cumulative distribution function (CDF) from probability theory. To obtain the CDF, we sort the correlation errors for all pairs of metrics in ascending order and then plot their cumulative correlation errors. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the cumulative distribution function for three configurations, together, adjacent, and apart 3 for a representative benchmark (sjeng). The graph has one curve for each configuration and a point (x, y) on a curve says that given a pair of metrics, the probability that their correlation error is x or less is y. A perfect correlation curve will be an upside-down-L; i.e., it will go up to a y-value of 1.0 at x = 0 and stay at 1.0. Thus, Fig Due to space considerations we cannot present CDF graphs for every benchmark; thus, we will present a CDF graph for a single benchmark whose behavior is representative of the overall trends across all benchmarks. Figure 4 (b) illustrates a summary graph that we use to summarize data for all the benchmarks. The summary graph has one set of bars for each benchmark and one bar within a set for each configuration. The height of a bar gives the area above the curve (i.e., room for improvement). Shorter bars are better than taller bars. The last set of bars, geomean, is the geometric mean across all benchmarks.
Experimental Methodology
We now review our experimental methodology.
Benchmarks
We evaluate the time interpolation techniques presented in this paper on traces of the SPEC CPU2006 integer benchmarks [17] running on a 2.0 GHz Intel Pentium 4 workstation with Linux. The Pentium 4 can collect up to 18 hardware performance monitors (HPMs) at any given time; in contrast other microprocessors can typically collect 8 or fewer HPMs at a time. Thus, Pentium 4 was particularly suitable for our experiments. 4 and CPU cycles). To keep our experiments manageable (we evaluate over 600 configurations for each of our 12 benchmarks) we picked the longest SPEC input set that produced traces that were under 1.5M trace records. For our platform, it meant that we limited benchmark runs to 150 seconds. Figure 1 shows the IPC of these commonly used and well-studied benchmarks over time. It illustrates that different benchmarks exhibit different behavior, and that behavior varies drastically over time.
Tracing Infrastructure
We generate a trace record every 200,000 cycles using PAPI [5] . We picked 200,000 cycles because Azimi et al. [2] also use it as their allocation size. After 200,000 cycles, the HPM that counts cycles overflows and generates an interrupt. On this interrupt, the kernel extension used by PAPI sends a signal to the user level. Table 2 . Mean of event counts per sample a caught signal, the signal handler writes a trace record containing all HPM values into a 1MB buffer. When this buffer is full, the signal handler flushes it to disk. Because we generate trace records after a fixed number of cycles, all our data is effectively normalized to cycles. For example, our instruction count is the same as IPC scaled by a constant (200,000). Table 2 shows the Pentium 4 events that we selected span different components of the processor and occur with vastly different frequencies. The components covered include i-cache, d-cache, data TLB, branch prediction, instruction dispatch, and the load store unit. Due to Pentium 4 hardware limitations, we could not collect other metrics with this set of 15 metrics. Because we use correlation error to evaluate the techniques described in this paper, we picked the metric set so that pairs of metrics exhibit a spectrum of correlation scores, ranging from low (-1) to high (+1) as illustrated in the box plot [10] of Figure 5 . Each column in Figure 5 gives the distribution of the correlation score for a pair of metrics across the benchmarks. The bold line in the middle of each column gives the median correlation of that metric pair. We sorted the metric pairs by increasing correlation score.
Event Selection

Post-Mortem Multiplexing
To evaluate multiplexing, we need a way of comparing results from a multiplexed trace to results from a nonmultiplexed trace. The obvious approach is to use multiple program runs to generate the multiplexed and nonmultiplexed traces. This approach is problematic because it reasons across traces assuming that the different traces are perfectly aligned. Figure 3 shows this assumption does not hold.
To circumvent this difficulty, we came up with postmortem multiplexing. 5 To do post-mortem multiplexing, we collect non-multiplexed traces at the granularity of allocations; recall that we collect 15 metrics at a time. We then derive a multiplexed version of that trace. For example, let's suppose we collect two metrics, µ 1 
2 )]. Because this approach uses the same trace for the multiplexed and non-multiplexed runs, the multiplexed and non-multiplexed data is directly comparable.
Exploring Multiplexing
Prior work has introduced multiplexing as a promising time interpolation technique for collecting large numbers of hardware metrics and evaluates multiplexing based on whether or not it accurately predicts the counts or probabilities of individual metrics. This evaluation is deficient because performance analysts often wish to investigate the relationship between the time-varying behavior of metrics; this section explores whether or not multiplexing enables reasoning across metrics.
Affinity and Trustworthiness
Because we wish to reason across metrics and multiplexing collects only a few metrics (an allocation) at a time, this section explores the effectiveness of multiplexing when the metrics of interest are in the same allocation (together), in adjacent allocations (adjacent), or in allocations that are not adjacent or together (apart). 6 Figure 4 (introduced in Section 3) illustrates that allocation affinity (i.e., together, adjacent, or apart) has a significant effect on correlation error for multiplexing using TAM. We present results for TAM, because it is the best performing multiplexing technique (Section 5.2). In Figure 4 (a), metrics that are together have much lower correlation error than when metrics are adjacent and metrics that are adjacent have lower correlation error than metrics that are apart. The summary graph in Figure 4 trends hold across benchmarks: together is always better than adjacent (on average by 32%), which is always better than apart (on average by 25%) with one exception, astar, where apart is slightly, less than 1%, better than adjacent.
To intuitively understand our results, consider two highly-correlated metrics. If we collect them together and interpolate, the metrics will still appear to be highly correlated. If we collect them at different times and interpolate, they may appear to be uncorrelated if the program performance has changed between collecting the first and the second metric. The further apart we collect the metrics, the greater the likelihood that the program performance has changed between collecting the metrics.
To summarize, the quality of multiplexing's results to reason across metrics depends on the allocation affinity of the metrics of interest. A performance analyst can use allocation affinity to decide how much confidence she should place in her results: results when the metrics of interest are together are more trustworthy than when they are adjacent, which in turn are more trustworthy than when they are apart.
Variations
Prior work has described several variations of multiplexing (Section 2.1) and Mathur and Cook found that PME was better than TAM which in turn was better than Base. However, Mathur and Cook [9] used total counts in their evaluation which ignore any time-varying behavior and ignore the relationship between metrics. Figure 6 evaluates three variations of multiplexing using correlation error, which captures time-varying relationships between metrics. Because Section 5.1 demonstrates that the relative placement of metrics within the allocations of a round affects correlation error, Figure 6 presents a weighted average for each variation using the probabilities that any two metrics are together, adjacent, or apart.
7 For example, if we collect 10 allocations in a round (which we do for all results so far) we use the following weights: 1 10 7 Because we model "apart" as "maximally apart", our weighted average approximates a weighted average that considers all possibilities for apart.
for together, 2 10 for adjacent, and 1 − 3 10 for apart. Figure 6(a) illustrates for sjeng that wAvgTAM is slightly better than wAvgPME, which does slightly better than wAvgBase. The summary graph in Figure 6 (b) illustrates that sjeng's trends hold for other benchmarks: wAvgTAM is always better than wAvgPME (on average by 17%), which is better than wAvgBase for seven of the twelve benchmarks with wAvgBase being better than wAvgPME for only four benchmarks.
Our data contradicts previous results [9] that PME is better than TAM; we find the opposite. To see if our results were due to our different evaluation methodologies we repeated our comparisons using Mathur and Cook's method (i.e., we measured total counts of metrics predicted by the different variations of multiplexing). These experiments showed (graphs omitted for space considerations) that as far as total counts were concerned, Base and TAM were very similar (predicting counts with a 99.9% accuracy) while PME was slightly worse (predicting counts with 99.4% accuracy). Thus our results on total counts also contradict Mathur and Cook's results: we believe the reason for this is that PME assume perfect trace alignment which do not hold in general (see Figure 3 in Section 2.1.3). If this assumption does not hold, then the corrections that PME computes may introduce error instead of reducing error. In other words, we believe, and our results support our belief, that TAM is a more consistent performer than PME.
In summary, our results have two main consequences. First, our results demonstrate that evaluating multiplexing using total counts and using relationship between metrics yields different results. Moreover, because performance analysts are often interested in relationship between metrics, evaluating multiplexing using total counts is inadequate. Second, even the best performing multiplexing technique (TAM) has significant correlation error for many metric pairs (e.g., roughly 20% of the metric pairs have correlation error greater than 0.2 for sjeng). e a n Normalized area above the curve wAvgTAM wAvgPME wAvgBase
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Figure 6. Comparison of different multiplexing techniques
cles. This section explores the effects of varying the number of allocations in a round (allocPerRound) and the number of cycles in an allocation (cycPerAlloc). In the data that we have shown so far, we have fixed allocPerRound at 10 and cycPerAlloc at 200,000. This is the default configuration that prior work [2] has also used. Figure 7 (a) presents the correlation error (y-axis) for a fixed value of cycPerAlloc but with different values of allocPerRound (x-axis). Each curve in Figure 7 (b) presents the correlationError (y-axis) for a fixed value of allocPerRound but with different cycPerAlloc. These curves are for the mcf benchmark; curves for other benchmarks are similar so we omit them for space considerations. From Figure 7 (a) we see that, for the most part, as we divide a round into more and more allocations (i.e., increase allocPerRound), the correlation error increases. There is no such obvious trend in Figure 7 (b): it seems that changing cycPerAlloc has an unpredictable effect on the effectiveness of multiplexing.
Each curve in
Azimi et al. [2] also explored the effects of changing allocPerRound and, unlike us, found only modest degradation in multiplexing's performance. However, Azimi et al. explored a smaller fraction of the parameter space than we do and also did not use an evaluation criterion that captured the relationship between metrics.
To summarize, our results indicate that multiplexing is sensitive to the allocPerRound and cycPerAlloc parameters. For the most part, increasing allocPerRound degrades multiplexing; in other words, multiplexing performs best if it is not used too aggressively. This trend is to be expected: as allocPerRound increases we collect each metric for a smaller percentage of the time and thus there is more room for error.
Exploring Dynamic Time Warping
Prior work [6] has introduced dynamic time warping (DTW) as a promising time interpolation technique for collecting large numbers of hardware metrics and evaluates it using manual inspection. DTW uses a metric that is common to both traces for alignment. Prior work used IPC as the alignment metric. We now consider how the choice of the alignment metric affects the quality of time interpolation.
Imagine that a performance analyst wants to explore the relationship between two metrics, µ 1 and µ 2 , in different traces, and uses α as the alignment metric for DTW. If α changes whenever µ 1 or µ 2 change, then DTW(α) can be used to correctly align the major events in µ 1 and µ 2 . If, on the other hand, µ 1 or µ 2 change without corresponding changes in α, DTW(α) may incorrectly align µ 1 and µ 2 . The first case will enable the performance analyst to effectively reason across µ 1 and µ 2 while the second case will not.
Using IPC as the alignment makes intuitive sense at least when we are interested only in hardware-level metrics. However, IPC may not always be a feasible or desirable alignment metric; for example, it may be that IPC is not available as a common metric or that the metrics of interest to the performance analyst are software-level metrics (e.g., disk accesses per transaction) and IPC may or may not change when these metrics change. Section 7.3 provides some data on this second point.
This discussion suggests an alternative strategy for picking an alignment metric: compare the metrics of interest, µ 1 and µ 2 , to all the common metrics in the two traces to be aligned and pick the common metric that is most similar to both µ 1 and µ 2 . Our new technique, DTW(Sum), is an example of this strategy: for each metric pair, (µ 1 , µ 2 ), DTW(Sum) baseline-correlates µ 1 and µ 2 with all available common metrics; the score of a common metric is the sum of the absolute value of these correlation scores. The common metric with the highest score becomes the alignment metric when exploring the relationship between µ 1 and µ 2 . DTW(Sum) will pick IPC as the alignment metric, if IPC is a common metric and has the highest score. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 explore DTW(IPC) (always use IPC as the alignment metric) and DTW(Sum). Section 6.3 explores the effect of granularity on DTW(Sum). Figure 8 illustrates the effectiveness of DTW(IPC) and DTW(Sum) as time interpolation techniques. The CDF graph in Figure 8 (a) illustrates that both variants of DTW perform well for the gobmk. The summary graph in Figure 8 (b) illustrates that DTW(Sum) and DTW(IPC) give nearly the same results, with DTW(Sum) being slightly better, beating DTW(IPC) in 7 of 12 benchmarks. The geometric mean illustrates across all benchmarks that DTW(Sum) is 13% better than DTW(IPC).
Evaluation of DTW(IPC) and DTW(Sum)
To summarize, our results indicate that DTW(Sum) enables performance analysts to reason across all metrics while introducing only modest correlation error. Moreover, DTW(Sum) is more widely applicable and gives better results than DTW using a carefully hand-picked alignment metric (IPC).
When to Trust an Alignment?
While DTW(IPC) and DTW(Sum) both perform well, there are still some metric pairs for which they perform poorly. For example, DTW performs at its worst for the hmmer benchmark (see Figure 8 (b) ). In this section, we consider conditions that predict whether or not to trust an alignment.
Our predictor exploits our insight that a good alignment metric should have a transition whenever the two metrics of interest have a significant transition. Specifically, our predictor turns this insight around: if the chosen alignment metric captures the key transitions in the two metrics of interest, then the alignment will most likely be good; otherwise, the the alignment may or may not be good. Figure 9 tests this insight for hmmer, the benchmark for which DTW performs the worst and thus could benefit most from a predictor. As usual, we present the graph for one representative program; because the graphs for other programs are similar, we omit them for space considerations. To generate this figure we calculated the correlation error for all triples of metrics < µ 1 ,µ 1 ,α > (where µ 1 and µ 2 are the metrics of interest and α is the alignment metric) and plotted it against the absolute value of the sum of the baseline correlations of µ 1 and µ 2 with α. Because our selection of metrics yields 1680 distinct triples for each benchmark, which is too many to put in a single graph, we binned the data based on the x-axis values (i.e., each point presents the average of all points in the bin which is of size 0.1). The top (bottom) graph in Figure 9 presents this data for metrics whose absolute baseline correlation score was between 0.0 and 0.25 (0.75 and 1.0). The top graph presents data for 714 triples and the bottom for 168 triples. Figure 9 (a) illustrates that for the most part the choice of alignment metric does not matter when µ 1 and µ 2 are largely uncorrelated: the correlation error hovers just below 0.1. This occurs because when two metrics are uncorrelated to start with it is unlikely that an alignment will make them appear correlated. Figure 9 (b) illustrates that as the correlation with the alignment metric increases, the correlation error decreases on average. This result is significant and not obvious, because correlation is not a transitive relation.
In summary, our data indicates that it is best to trust the alignment when the metrics of interest are highly baselinecorrelated with the alignment metric. If the baseline cor- relation with the alignment metric is low then it usually means one of two things: (i) the alignment error will be prohibitively high; or (ii) the metrics to be correlated are mostly uncorrelated and thus probably not worth investigating further.
Granularity
All the experiments described so far align traces that are at a granularity of 2M cycles. We picked this granularity because it matches the granularity we are using for multiplexing (10 allocations per round with each allocation being 200K cycles). We also explored different granularities ranging from 1M cycles to 4096M cycles. We found that DTW(Sum) performs equally well at all granularities; we omit these graphs for space considerations.
Multiplexing versus FUS versus DTW
We now compare the different time interpolation techniques head-to-head and also extend our results to different inputs, different languages, and different architectures. Figure 10 compares DTW, multiplexing, and FUS as time interpolation techniques. For DTW and multiplexing, we present data only for their best performing variations (i.e., DTW(Sum) and TAM). The CDF graph in Figure 10(a) illustrates that DTW(Sum) performs the best by far while TAM and FUS perform similarly to each other. Figure 10 (b) illustrates that DTW(Sum) is the best across all benchmarks while TAM and FUS beat each other for six benchmarks each. However, when TAM beats FUS it is usually by a significant amount and thus between these two techniques TAM is preferable. The geometric mean illustrates that DTW(Sum) is 72% better than TAM, and TAM is 20% better than FUS.
The Bakeoff
Different Inputs
In this section we present data when using the "ref" inputs and generating trace records every 20M cycles. We conducted these experiments to answer two issues.
First, do our results apply to other inputs? Recall from Table 1 that for practical considerations, we used the "ref" inputs for only two of our programs; it could be that the "test" and "train" inputs, which we mostly used, are unrepresentative of program behavior. The experiments in this section use coarser granularity traces partly to enable us to experiment with the "ref" inputs. Second, are our results an artifact of perturbation due to trace collection? Recall that data in the rest of the paper uses traces at a granularity of 200K cycles; thus every 200K cycles, there is an interrupt and we need to record the values of the metrics. The interrupt and its subsequent handling may change the contents of the shared hardware structures (such as caches) and thus perturb the behavior of our programs. Because we used traces at a coarser granularity in this section, this perturbation, if present, will be much smaller.
We found that our results for the inputs in Table 1 and "ref" inputs with coarser traces exhibited the same trends (we omit graphs for space considerations). In other words, our results apply to other inputs, and even if perturbation was present, it did not affect our results.
Beyond C and HPMs
To test the broad applicability of the techniques, Figure 11 presents data for DTW(Sum), DTW(IPC), and FUS for the SPEC JVM98 [18] set of Java benchmarks whose traces include both hardware and software metrics, run on a POWER4 machine. We were unable to collect this data for multiplexing, because our Java tracing infrastructure does not generate trace records at regular intervals (it generates them at each Java thread switch) and thus would require additional interpolation.
For the raytrace SPEC JVM98 benchmark, Figure 11(a) illustrates that DTW(Sum) performs better than DTW(IPC) which performs better than FUS. Moreover, DTW(Sum) outperforms DTW(IPC) by much more than what we observed for C programs. We believe that the reason for this is that the Java traces contain both hardware and software metrics; while IPC works well as an alignment metric when we wish to compare hardware metrics, it does not work as well when we wish to compare software metrics. In contrast, DTW(Sum) considers the metrics of interest when picking an alignment metric. Figure 11(b) summarizes the data for all the SPEC JVM98 benchmarks; it illustrates that DTW(Sum) is the best for all but one of the benchmarks, and in this case, jess, it is within 4% of the best, and DTW(IPC) is always better than FUS. The geometric mean illustrates that across all benchmarks DTW(Sum) is 41% better than DTW(IPC), which is 42% better than FUS.
In summary, our results show that DTW(Sum)'s superior results are not limited to C programs, or to hardware metrics, or to one target architecture. DTW(Sum) is a highly effective time interpolation technique.
Milestone-based Alignment
If a system has regular deterministic events, we can use these events to also effect an alignment; we call this alignment milestone-based alignment, because it uses the deterministic events as milestones. Specifically, milestonebased alignment lines up the n th occurrence of the event in one trace with the n th occurrence in other traces. Milestones must be frequent (ideally one milestone per tracing interval), otherwise we will have to resort to other traceinterpolation techniques between milestones.
Our attempts at milestone-based alignment for Java programs were unsuccessful: we were unable to find good milestones to use. For example, let's suppose that in a transaction-processing system we use transactions as milestones. While the transactions may occur in the same order in all runs, the exact position of each transaction differs significantly across runs because garbage collections and hotmethod compilation in Java systems are nondeterministic. Thus, different runs have different orderings for garbage collection, compilation, and transactions. In other words, our use of transactions as milestones resulted in poor trace alignment for Java applications.
For C programs, milestones are easier to find. For example, most of the SPEC benchmarks are deterministic and each run yields the same instruction trace. Thus, we can use instruction counts as milestones to effect an alignment: for each interval in a trace we look at its instruction count from the start of the run and align it with the corresponding interval in another trace. If we emit trace records every n instructions, milestone-based alignment using instructions is even easier: the i th record in one trace lines up with the i th trace record in the other trace. Our experiments with this scheme indicated that milestone-based alignment performed well for the C programs: it either performed similarly to DTW(Sum) or slightly better than DTW(Sum). However, one of the SPEC C benchmarks, hmmer, exhibits nondeterministic behavior when we omit its "-seed" parameter: it calls time to seed its random number generator. Because time returns a different value each time, it causes hmmer to behave differently in each run. This causes milestone-based alignment to produce a worse alignment than DTW(Sum). In summary, DTW(Sum) is more widely applicable than milestone-based alignment.
Practical Implications of our Results
Given that DTW(Sum) performs better than TAM, is there ever any reason to use TAM? It turns out that these techniques both have their place in a performance analyst's toolbox.
TAM offers an advantage over DTW(Sum): DTW(Sum) requires multiple runs (each collecting a subset of the metrics) while multiplexing can collect all metrics in a single run. While DTW(Sum) can handle significant nondeterminism it has its limits: if the non-determinism causes significant events to be reordered, DTW(Sum) can perform poorly. The reason for this is that the DTW algorithm does not reorder trace records when aligning traces. DTW(Sum) offers two main advantages over TAM. First, DTW(Sum) produces better and more consistent results than multiplexing across benchmarks and across different trace granularities (see Sections 5.3 and 6.3). Second, to obtain a trace which contains trace records at a regular interval, I, multiplexing needs to interrupt the program every I allocP erRound cycles while DTW(Sum) needs to interrupt the program every I cycles. These more frequent interruptions with multiplexing will perturb the program more than the less frequent interruptions of DTW(Sum): in the worst case these interruptions will perturb the very behavior that the performance analyst needs to understand.
To summarize, our results show that DTW(Sum) is the method of choice when it is applicable: when the program run is reasonably deterministic. As discussed earlier, if the program runs are fully deterministic, then milestone-based alignment also works well. When DTW(Sum) or milestonebased alignment do not apply, we can use TAM but at some loss in the quality of the results. We can use affinity (Section 5.1) to decide whether or not to trust the TAM results.
Conclusions
To understand the performance of computer systems, we need to be able to reason about the time-varying relationship between different metrics. For example, we may wish to know what metrics can explain a drop in IPC or an increase in pipeline stalls. This paper explores two time inter-polation techniques, multiplexing and trace alignment, that enable performance analysts to reason with the time varying behavior of a large number of metrics. For both multiplexing and trace alignment, we explore a number of variations: Base, TAM, and PME for multiplexing and FUS, DTW(Sum), and DTW(IPC) for trace alignment. In addition, we vary the key parameters for each variation to determine their sensitivity and found that DTW(Sum) is insensitive to its parameters while multiplexing is sensitive.
We evaluate the time interpolation using a novel evaluation criterion (correlation error), which measures the extent to which a technique preserves time-varying relationships between metrics. The evaluation looked at the SPEC CPU2006 integer C benchmarks on a Pentium 4 and the SPEC JVM98 Java benchmarks on a POWER4. Our results show that the two DTW variants are more effective than any of the multiplexing variants, and on average multiplexing is more effective than FUS. Our novel DTW variant, DTW(Sum), performs better than DTW(IPC). For both DTW and multiplexing, we explore predictors that can tell the performance analyst whether or not to trust the effectiveness of the technique.
